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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Characterization of materials is one of the enabling roles of optics in modem day

industry. Optical instruments such as interferometers and spectrometers are increasingly

finding their way from the laboratory to the factory floor in a variety of metrology

applications. One of tllese is the measurement of thin films [1]; the accurate

measurement and control of film thickness is critical to applications such as

seIr..lconductor processL.~g to food packaging. The non-contact measurement of thin filrr.L5

through well developed optical techniques such as ellipsometry [2] and phase-contrast

microscopy [3] relies on the strong wavelength and angle dependence of interference of

light from the boundary layers of the film. However these techniques are not applicable

- for measurement of opaque :films.

The recently developed techniques of THz Time Domain Spectroscopy (THz-IDS)

[4] and THz tomography [5,6] have been shown to be able to perform measurements on,

and images ot: samples which are opaque in the visible and near infrared regions of the

spectrum These THz methods have demonstrated non-contact characterization of

semiconductors [4], flames [7], and images of "later content [6]. In THz-TDS a single

cycle electromagnetic pulse with THz bandwidth is used to probe a sample. Changes in

the complex amplitude spectrum of the pulse returns information on the refractive index
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and absorption of the sample by comparing the change in pulse transmission across

bandwidths that can range from 100 GHz to 5 THz. THz-TDS has demonstrated power

dynamic ranges of 108
, with a well collimated beam that can be propagated over

distances of meters. The utility of THz-TDS is limited for certain samples however. In

the case the sample is very thin, or with low index and absorption, it is very difficult to

distinguish changes in THz pulse caused by the sample from those caused by long term

fluctuations in the driving laser source or experiment. Recently such techniques have

been extended for thin sample characterization [8]. Using standard THz TDS, 172 J..lrn

films of polyimide has been characterized [9]. In transmission measurements, rapid

sample dithering has permitted differential measurements of parylene-N films [10]. An

interferometer incorporating the Gouy phase shift has permitted reflection measurements

of features as small as 12.5 Jlffi [11, 12].

This thesis describes a THz time-domain interferometer which can perfonn

characterization of thin, low absorbance samples with improved accuracy compared to

standard THz-TDS. This device utilizes the standard Michelson configuration with a

geometry which incorporates a nearly 1800 phase shift in one arm to produce destructive

interference across over a decade of frequency in the electromagnetic spectrum. This

system automatically co.mpensates for changes in the THz signal over the course of a

measurement due to slow laser fluctuations. Additionally, under certain conditions this

measurement technique yields nearly instantaneous measurements of film thickness with

a resolution ofunder one micron.
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Two different configurations of interferometer setups have been developed to

achieve the 1800 phase shift of one arm relative to the other for destructive interference.

The first approach is using high resistivity silicon prisms where total internal reflection of

THz pulses provides a nearly 1800 phase shift [13]. The second approach is using 90°

retroreflectors where polarization ofTHz pulses provides nearly 1800 phase shift.
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Two different configurations of interferometer setups have been developed to

achieve the 180~ phase shift of one ann relative to the other for destructive interference.

The first approach is using high resistivity silicon prisms where total internal reflection of

THz pulses provides a nearly 1800 phase shift [13]. The second approach is using 90°

retroreflectors where polarization ofTHz pulses provides nearly 1800 phase shift.
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CHAPTER II

BASIC INTERFEROMETRY

Interference occurs when radiation follows more than one path from its source to

the point of destination. Interference effects can be observed when two beams with

exactly the same wavelength are superposed. Phenomena caused by the interference of

light waves can be seen all around us: typical examples include the colors of an oil slick

or a thin soap film.

History of Interferometry [14]

The earliest studies of interference are intimately bound up with the evolution of the

theories of light propagation.

In 1665 - Grimaldi discovered the diffraction fringes produced by a narrow obstacle and

by a slit. He tried to explain the observations of the fringes by supposing light to consist

ofa fine fluid in a state of vibration.

1678 - Huygens announced the principle of wave propagation through subsidiary

\vavelets.

1704 - Newton discovered the interference colors of thin :films called Newton's rings.
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1802 - Young discovered the principle of coherence and principle of superposition, both

of which are fundamental to interference.

1809 - Herschel discovered highly sharpened fringes in a thin :film when light emerges

near grazing incidence.

1815 - Fresnel laid the :firm fOlllldation of theory of light propagation and light diffraction

[15, 16].

181 7 - Brewster reported the interference effect, wIDell takes place when light passes

through or is reflected by two similar plane parallel plates slightly inclined to each other.

1837 - Lloyd performed a wavefront division interference experiment using a single

mirror.

From the middle ofthe nineteenth century onwards many new forms of interference

were studied and many ofthese were applied to widely different fields.

Classifications of Interferometry

Two methods are commonly used to obtain t'NO beams from a single source. They

are: i) Wavefront division and ii) Amplitude division. In wavefront division, apertures

are used to isolate beams from separate portions of the primary wavefront. In some

cases, portions of the primary wavefront are used directly as sources to emit secondary

waves, whieh are then brought together for interfering. In amplitude divisio~ two beams

are derived from the same portion of the original wavefront, which travel different paths

before recombining and interfering. The TI-Iz time-domain interferometer is developed

based on the amplitude division principle.
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Applications of Interferometry [17]

Interferometric applications range through the electromagnetic ~pectrum from x-rays

to radio waves and apply also to acoustical waves and electrons. The interference effects

are used to measure wavelengths of light, to measure distances and to investigate spectra.

The applications of interference methods include measurements of refractive index of

gases, fluid flow, heat transfer, temperature distribution in plasmas, rotation sensing and

variation in lengths ofthe samples.

In recent years, the applications of interferometers are rapidly increasing for many

precise and accurate measurements in optical spectroscopy~ metrology and radio

astronomy. Since the range of interferometric phenomena is extreme, interferometers

have the advantage to operate at a broad range of frequencies. In radio astronomy

interferometers operate at frequencies as low as 30 MHz. In the infrared regime,

interferometers are used from the visible to wavelengths as long as 300 Jlrn where the

applications include high-resolution molecular spectroscopy, comparisons of wavelengths

and measurements of lengths to the greatest accuracy, astrophysics, optical testing,

mechanical gauging and in lasers. The interferometric methods of spectroscopy have

been also applied to wavelengths as short as 0.1 nm where the study of crystal and

molecular structures by X-rays depend on the interference effects. The principles of

interference also apply to the other fields othei than electromagnetics, such as in the

fields of acoustics and seismology. The following fOUf different interferometer setups
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discussed below are used to accomplish some of the applications as mentioned in this

section.

Michelson Interferometer

In the Michelson interferometer the beam from the source is divided by the

beamsplitter and the same beamsplitter is used to recombine the beams reflected by the

mirrors from two anns as shown in figure 2.1. The difference in distance traveled by the

beams in two anns is called the optical path difference, 8. This interferometer is easy to

set up and align. The two beam paths are well separated and the optical path difference

can be varied by translating one of the mirrors in the anns. The application includes the

measurements of variations in length ofthe samples and optical testing [18].

Beamsplitter
1I
1 S .....- .....----~---...t:~~'-_f',.

Fixed Mirror

Tv10ving Mirror.-.

Figure 2.1 Michelson Interferometer, S - Light source, D - Detector
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If the moving mirror and fixed mirror are the same distance from the beam splitter,

the distance traveled by the two beams that reflect off the mirrors is the same and this

condition is called zero path difference (ZPD). The distance that the moving mirror is

moved from ZPD is called mirror displacement ~~ and the relationship between mirror

displacement and optical path difference is 8 == 2L\. Let us consider that the source used is

monochromatic light with wavelength, A and the interferometer is at ZPD. When the

beams that have reflected off the fixed and moving mirrors recombine at the beamsplitter,

they will be in phase. This phenomenon is known as constructive interference.

Constructive interference also takes place when the optical path difference is equal to

multiples of A. So constructive interference will take place for any value of (5 where the

two light beams are in phase which is given by:

8==nA (2-1)

where n == 0,1,2,3, .

ZPD corresponds to when n == 0, and totally constructive interference will take place

whenever {) is some multiple of the optical path difference. Let us consider changing the

mirror displacement of the interferometer so that the moving mirror is 1/4A away from

ZPD. Since (5 == 2il, the optical path difference is 1/2A. When the fixed mirror and moving

mirror light beams are recombined at the beamsplitter, they will be out of phase. This is

knovm as destructive interference. Destructive interference takes place when the optical

path difference is 1/2'A or some multiple of it. The optical path difference at which totally

destructive interference takes place is given by:

where n == 0,1,2,3, .

8 == (n+1/2)A

8

(2-2)



A plot of light intensity versus optical path difference is called an interferogram.

All the principles described for Michelson interferometer are applicable to all of the

following interferometer designs discussed below.

Mach-Zehnder Interferometer

The Mach-Zehnder interferometer uses two beamsplitters and two mirrors to divide

and recombine the beams as shown in figure 2.2. The fringe spacing is controlled by

varying the angle between the beams emerging from the interferometer. The two paths

are widely separated and are transversed only once and hence the interferometer is

relatively difficult to align. The interferometer is widely used for studies of fluid flow,

gas flow patterns within research chambers (wind tunnels~ shock tubes~ etc.)~ heat transfer

and temperature distribution in plasmas [18].

Mirror 2

Beamsplitter 1

Beamsplitter 2

D

Figure 2.2 Mach-Zehnder Interferometer, S - Light source, D - Detector
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Rayleigh Interferometer

The Rayleigh interferometer uses wavefront division to produce two beams from a

single source. Two sections from a collimated beam are isolated by a pair of apertures as

shown in figure 2.3. Measurements are made on the interference pattern formed on the

focal plane. This interferometer has the advantage of simplicity and stability since the

two optical paths are equal at the center of the field. The most common applications

include measurement ofrefractive index ofgases [18].

D

Figure 2.3 Rayleigh Interferometer, S - Light source; D - Detector; Gl, G2 - Gas Cells,

C1, C2 - Compensators

Sagnac Interferometer

The Sagnac interferometer is a common path interferometer in which two beams

traverse the same path in opposite directions as shown in figure 2.4. Since the optical

paths traversed by the two bean1s are nearly equal, fringes can be obtained immediately

with an extended white-light source.
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Mirror 1

Mirror 3

II
S t--+--~--~-~--~

Beamsplitter

D I
Figure 2.4 Sagnac Interferometer, S - Light source, D - Detector

The interferometer is easy to align and quite stable and one of the applications of this

device is its use as a gyroscope. Modified versions of Sagnac interferometer are widely

used for rotation sensing [18].

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) [19]

In a FTIR system, infrared (IR) radiation is introduced to a sca...l1l1ing interferometer

and the output radiation intensity as a function of time is decoded into frequency and

intensity information through Fourier transformation. So the fundamental measurement

obtained by an FTIR is an interferogram, which is Fourier transformed to give a

spectrum. The design of most interferometers used in FTIR is based on the two-beam

interferometers.

Let us consider monochromatic light of wavelengths 1'0; and 3A passing through the

interferometer as shown in figure 2-1. By substituting 3A and A in equations (2-1) and
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(2-2) respectively, we get light of this wavelength undergoing constructive interference

when b = nA. and destructive interference when b = 3(n+l/2)'A. So light ofwavelengths A

and 3'A undergo totally constructive and destructive interference at different optical path

differences and henc.e the interferogra...l'!]S of the t\VO \vavelengths \vill be different. Each

different wavelength of light gives rise to a sinusoidal wave signal of unique frequency

that is measured by the detector.

Now let us consider by replacing the monochromatic light source in the

interferometer as shown in figure 2-1 with a broadband IR source, as in the case ofFTIR.

The IR sources give off light at a continuum of wavelengths. The total interferogram

measured by the detector is the summation of all the interferograms from all the different

IR wavelcngtlls. The measured intensity of light at a giver! A is detenlill1ed by the

amplitude of that corresponding wavelengths interferogram. In other words, the

interferometer encodes the intensity and wavelength infonnation so all the data can be

measured at once, and the Fourier transform decodes the information to obtain the

spectrum. Since the intensity information for all the different wavelengths of light are

contained in one measured interferogram, there is no need to physically separate the light

beam into its component wavelengths and measure intensities one at a time as in

dispersive IR spectroscopy. In dispersive IR spectroscopy, a monochromator breaks the

light into its component wavelengths, then selects a narrow wavelength range to strike the

detector.

The performance of an IR spectrometer is determined by measuring its signal-to

noise ratio (SNR). FTIR is capable of SNRs significantly higher than dispersive

spectrometers. The two main advantages are: 1) The throughput ofFTIR is based on the

12



fact that all the IR radiation passes through the sample under study and strikes the

detector at once and the detector detects the maximum amount of light at all points during

a scan. 2) The FTIR has multiplex advantage, which is based on the fact that all the

wavelengths of light are detected at once, and hence can acquire a spectrum much faster

than a dispersive instrument. This allows multiple scans of the same sample to be added

together. For a constant resolution, the SNR is related to the number of scans (N) added

together by: SNRoc (N)1/2.

The applications of FTIR [20] include surface analysis, atomic emission

spectrometry, polymer studies, low-temperature studies and biochemical-biomedical

studies.
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CHAPTER ill

THz TIME-DOMAIN SPECTROSCOPY (THz-TDS)

Experimental Setup

In THz-TDS, freely propagating pulses of THz electromagnetic radiation are

generated ~nd detected by photoconductivel)' sVJitching the transmitter and receiver vvith

focused femto second laser pulses.

Transmitter

t:::::::;:::::::::J Source Chip

Laser Excitation Beam

Sample

Silicon Lens
Detector Chip ==~

Laser Detection Beam

Figure 3-1. Basic THz -TDS Setup

The figure 3-1 shows the experimental set up for the basic THz-TDS system. It

consists of a THz source chip, THz detector chip and beam collimating optics. The THz
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transmitter generates freely propagating pulses of THz electromagnetic radiation (21].

The radiation emitted is collected by a silicon lens and collimated by a paraboloidal

mirror which in turn collimates the THz beam into a higWy directional beam. The second

paraboloidal mirror focuses the beam back on to the detector chip through the silicon

lens. A mechanical chopper modulates the THz signal at approximately 400 Hz and a

current amplifier and a lock-in amplifier detect the current proportional to the THz

electric field amplitude.

In THz-TDS, a sample with complex refractive index, n(co) = I1r(ill) - ini( 0)), is

placed in the THz beam and the electric field Esamp(t) transmitted through [4], or reflected

from [22]~ the sample is measured. The sample is then removed. and a second? reference

scan is measured, Ereit). These time dependent data are Fourier transformed numerically

to complex amplitude spectra Esamp(co) and Ereiro). The ratio of sample spectrum to

reference spectrum determines the phase and amplitude shift of the THz pulse interacting

with the sample. p1.Ssuming a transmitted pulse going through a sample of thickness d:

(3-1)

With the power absorption coefficient given by a = 2ronj(co)/c, both the real part of the

refractive index and absorption spectra are determined from the ratio of the

measurements. Dividing the measured complex amplitude spectrum of the pulse

propagated through the sample by the spectrum with no sample in place is equivalent to

doing a time domain deconvolution of the response of the THz spectrometer from the
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measured data. This is complicated in the case of samples with high index since the

Fresnel transmission coefficients, t12(0)) and t21(OO), on the input and output faces

respectively must be included [23].

Generation and Detection of THz radiation

THz Transmitter

Figure 3-2 shows the basic geometry of the THz transmitter 20-80-20 Gallium

Arsenide (GaAs) F-chip. The coplanar transmission line structure consists of two 20 11m

wide Aluminum lines separated by 80 ~m fabricated on an unimplanted high resistivity

GaAs substrate.

1
80V D.C. -=

T
I

80Jlffi

Figure 3-2. THz Transmitter Chip Configuration.

The chip is biased with 80 volts D.C. When the femto second laser pulses are

focused on the biased transmission line as shown in the figure 3-2, free carriers are

generated and the consequent acceleration of the carriers generates synchronous burst of

THz electromagnetic radiation. The THz radiation is emitted into the transmitter chip in

16



a cone normal to the interface, and is collected and collimated by the silicon lens which is

attached to the backside of the chip.

THz Receiver

Figure 3-3 shows the basic geometry of the THz receiver 10-30-10 SOS (silicon on

sapphire) B-chip. Tne coplanar transmission line structure consists of two 10 ~m wide

Aluminum lines separated by 30 Jlrn fabricated on an ion-implanted 80S substrate.

The THz radiation is focused on to the receiver by the silicon lens attached to the

back side of the chip. The electric field of the THz radiation induces a transient bias

voltage across the 4.5 Ilffi gap when the gap is focused by the felnto second laser pulses.

The receiver chip is directly connected to the low noise current amplifier which is

connected to the lock-in-amplifier.

I
30J..lm

_--__.__--..1 llO/-Lm

Figure 3-3. THz Receiver Chip Configuration
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Limitations for characterizing thin samples

Noise Treatment

The various sources of noise \vhich affect the TP...z pulse are Laser noise, Chip noise,

Chopper noise, 60 Hz noise and Static noise [24,25]. Due to all these fluctuations

generated in the THz pulse during the time it takes to acquire two data scans in regular

THz-TDS, it is difficult to distinguish changes in the THz pulse caused by the sample in

the case of very thin samples.

In THz time domain interferometry, the THz pulse is split into sample and reference

pulses and a single measurement gives the superposition of the two pulses. Since changes

due to the noise sources aild signal dr.Jt~ affect both the pulses sirnultaneously, the

background is eliminated and hence the measured signal is less affected by the time

varying fluctuations. So it is possible to characterize thin samples of micron thiclmess

with good precision and accuracy using THz interferometry.

Lock-in-Amplifier Phase

Lock-in-Amplifiers [26] use a technique known as phase-sensitive detection to

single out the component of the signal at a specific reference frequency and phase. The

reference frequency generated by the mechanical chopper is used to synchronize the

reference frequency of the internal oscillator in the lock-in-amplifier to achieve 0° or

1800 phase relative to the THz signal detected by the receiver. A lock-in phase

18



component, <I>~Ock-in will be generated if there is a slight mismatch in the synchronization

between the reference frequencies.

For the THz interferometer setup, there is always a phase difference across the

tltrite (~ 1 em) "Tidth of the THz bea.lJ1 due to the optical chopper. For h?J1perfectly

aligned beam or spatial rotations or defonnations of the beam this phase component

contributes to the small error signal in the destructive interference for the interferometer.

If the receiver acquires the THz signal at two different positions on the chopper blade slot

then there are two different phase components generated in the lock-in amplifier as

shown in figure 3-4. I tried the following two different methods to minimize the phase

component. First method is, the Thorlabs optical chopper (model MC 1000, chopper

blade slot, 0.58 inches) was replaced with Stanford Research Systerr1S optical chopper

(model SR 540, chopper blade slot, 1.17 inches). With the larger slot in the chopper

blade, the entire THz signal can be made on/off, thus avoiding any chances of clipping

the signal and the receiver can acquire THz signal at the same position on the chopper

blade. This results in good synchronizatioll between the reference frequencies which in

tum minimizes the phase component.

Second method to rrrinimize the lock-in-amplifier phase component is to

eliminate the use of mechanical chopper. The transmitter chip was A.C. biased instead of

D.C. bias with a High voltage Amplifier [27] as shown in figure 3-5. With A.C. bias we

can eliminate the chopper, where the reference frequency to the lock-in-amplifier is

generated by the A.C. bias itself With this configuration, the acquired THz signal is not

stable. In spite of all the noise sources present in the system that contribute instability of
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the THz signal [24,25], with A.C. bias setup one of the major contributor for noise

generation is domestic line voltage.

Chopper Blade

Chopper Slot

~t=---t-=:::&--""~"""--THz Beam

Figure 3-4. Generation ofLock-in amplifier phase component in the chopper blade

A. C Bias
r----------------,
I I
I I
I I

I Function I

: Generator :
I ,

I I

i ,I i
I I
I I

: High Voltage I

: Amplifier I

I ! :

I I
t ~

THz Transmitter

Reference

Interferometer THz Receiver

Data Anaiysis
Low-noise Current

Amplifier

Figure 3-5 Signal Acquisition by A.C. biasing the Transmitter Chip
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CHAPTER IV

THz TIME-DOMAIN INTERFEROMETRY

A. Silicon Prism Configurations

Experimental Setup of THz Interferometer

The experimental setup for THz interferometer is developed based on two different

amplitude division configurations. One is Mach-Zehnder configuration and the other is

Michelson configuration. A-.S mentioned in cb..apter II, the Mach-Ze!1nder setup has high

efficiency but it is difficult to align the timing between the two arm signals

independently, where as with Michelson configuration the efficiency is low but it is easy

to align the two signal path lengths because of the independent adjustment of timing

between the two a.rms. Since the requirement of good overlap of two signals is verj

important to characterize thin samples, the Michelson configuration is preferred.

Mach-Zehnder Configuration

Figure 4-1 shows the experimental setup of the Mach-Zehnder type interferometer

configuration inserted in a standard THz-TDS system. The emitted radiation is collected

by a silicon lens and collimated by a parabolic mirror. The THz signal (shown by thick

lines) is split by a 0.35 mm thick and 2 inches in diameter silicon beam splitter into
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reference and sample pulse trains. The two THz pulse trains are incident on silicon right

angle prisms (48x48x67.8 mm). One face of the sample arm prism is coated with a 60

nm thick layer of aluminum using a thennal evaporator. The purpose of the thin metal

layer is to provide reflection with a Fresnel reflection coefficient of magnitude +1, thus

causing a phase shift between the metalized and unmetalized prisms. This is discussed

further in the theory section later in this thesis. After passing through the prisms, the

separate THz pulses are again made coincident by the second beam splitter. A second

parabolic mirror collimates the superposition of the two THz pulse trains which are then

incident on the 30 Jlrn receiver antenna.

Parabolic IvIirror

ReceiverReference ArmSilic n
Beam Splitter

Sample

Figure 4-1. THz Interferometer, Silicon Prism Configuration with Mach Zehnder
Setup
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Michelson Configuration

Figure 4-2 shows the experimental setup of the Michelson type interferometer

configuration inserted in a standard THz-TDS system. The emitted radiation is collected

by a silicon lens and collimated by a parabolic mirror. The THz signal (shown by thick

lines) is split by a silicon beam splitter into reference and sample pulse trains. The two

THz pulse trains are incident on silicon right angle prisms which act as roof reflectors.

Both the silicon beam splitters and silicon prisms have the same dimensions as stated in

Mach-Zehnder setup. One face of the sample arm prism is coated with a 60 nm thick

layer of aluminum using a thermal evaporator.. After passing through the prisms, the

separate THz pulses are again ID--8de coincident by the second beam splitter. A second

parabolic mirror collimates the superposition of the two THz pulse trains which are then

incident on the 30 f.lm receiver antenna. Thin film samples are placed in the sample arm

in the position shown in figure 4-2. For thin :films on substrates, an identical substrate

may be used in the reference arm.

The two silicon beamsplitters are used to provide independent position and angle

control of the reference and sample arm THz beams to permit the THz beams to be made

coincident at the receiver. Both beamsplitters are mounted on standard kinematic mirror

mounts. This permits angular control of the reference arm beam in the horizontal (plane

of page) and vertical directions (out of page) by the:first beamsplitter. The reference arm

prism can be translated horizontally to provide independent position control, and the

prism is mounted on a tilt table to enable a second vertical tilt adjustment. Similar

controls in the sample arm permit full position and angle control of both beams
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independently to achieve maximum overlap at the receiver. Additionally the reference

ann prism can be translated along the direction ofpropagation of the THz beam to ensure

both anTIS have identical path length. The prisms are aligned such that the beam is

normal to the interface (82 = 0° and ~2 =0°) by rotating the prism such that the

propagation time is minimized.

~t
Silicon $5

Beam Splitter

Receiver

Q 1 ~Il Aluminumt,~mn p I'\J., I....... _ ............r .... -

Coating

Sample Arm

Figure 4-2. THz Interferometer, Silicon Prism Configuration with Michelson Setup
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Figure 4-3 THz interferometer Michelson setup with single Beamsplitter

Instead of two beamsplitters in figure 4-2, a single beamsplitter (lcm thick and 3

inches in diameter) is used as shown in figure 4-3. Because of the larger diameter there is

no possibility of clipping of the THz signals in both the arms. Since there is no

independent angle control of the beams, the two beamsplitters configuration is preferred

for the maximum overlap of the signals.
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Experimental Results

The measured pulses in the reference arIr-,-, Erer(t), shovm by dashed line, and sample

arm, Esamp(t), shown by solid line obtained by blocking one arm and measuring the signal

in the other arm are shown in figure 4-4. The nearly 1800 phase shift of the sample arm

relative to the reference arm is clearly seen. The measured signal (points) in the sample

arm is also shown when a 2 J.1rn thick Mylar® sample is placed in this arm. The small

value ofko(n-l)d makes these two THz pulses nearly indistinguishable. Figure 4-5 shows

the amplitude spectrum of the reference and sample signals which covers a bandwidth of

0.3 to 2 THz
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Figure 4-4. Measurements of the THz interferometer signals with only one arm open
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Figure 4-5 Amplitude spectrum for the reference and sample arm signals shown in

figure 4-3.

Figure 4-6 shows the measured interferometer signal with both sample and reference

arms open, E<l>(t). The solid line corresponds to no sample in either s~le or reference

arms. The signal measured with both arms open and a nominally 2 J..Lrn Mylar :film as a

sample~ Emeas(t), is shown by the dashed line. The amplitude spectrum for E¢(t) is

shovm in figure 4-7. Figure 4-8 sho"vs the difference between the interferometer signals

with both arms open for the measured data shown in the figure 4-6.
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Theory

Destructive Interference

In the interferometer pictured in figure 4-8, the THz pulse is split into both sample,

Esamp(t), and reference Ereit), pulses and a single measurement returns E(t) == Esamp(t) +

Ereit). This is converted to the frequency domain by taking numerical Fourier transforms

of the time dependent field amplitudes. Propagation effects of the be~ and the

frequency dependent beam size are ignored in first approximation since the path length is

the same for both arms.

f21
45

°=-O.983+0.186i
= 111 ei169.3°

•••• <.' 45° .
~"'-"".. ~··...~21 .= -0.983+0.1861

= 111 ei169.3°

Figure 4-9. Fresnel Reflection Coefficients at Silicon-Air and Silicon-Metal
Interfaces.
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The frequency dependent fields are given by the field input into each arm, Eo( ro),

modified by the Fresnel transmission and reflection coefficients at each interface for the

angles shown in figure 4-9. The measured fields from each arm are then given by the

incident field multiplied by the fresnel coefficients along the beam path. These are :

(4-1 )

for the reference and sample anTIS where the fresnel coefficients are defined as rl2e for

reflection and tI28 for transmission where the subscript "12" corresponds to an air-silicon

interface and "21" to a silicon-air interface at incident angle e. The Fresnel coefficients

are given by the following equation [28]:

(4-2)

where Dl(ro) is the index of the medium on the incident side of the interface, 02(0)) is the

index on the transmitted side, and the transmitted angle ~ is related to the input angle f) by

Snell's Law. The Fresnel coefficient r2M
84 in equation (4-1) is the reflection coefficient at

the silicon-metal interface. By rotating the prisms to minimize the time delay, the

interferometer is aligned so 83 = 45° and 02 = ~2 == 0°. Under this optimal alignment

condition with angles 81 = 85 == 45°, ~1 == $5 == 11.9°, and nl == 1 and n2 = 3.42 the Fresnel

... 0° 0° 45° 12°coeffiCIents m equatIon (4-2) become t12 == 0.453, t21 == 1.548, t12 == 0.416, t21 == 1.971,

45° 4.«\° .
rI2 == 0.424, and r21 ~ == -0.983 + 0.1861.

Contrary to intuition, the silicon-metal reflection, r2M
84

, has a value of +1 when

the field is polarized in the plane of incidence (P) [28]. The plane of incidence is defined

as the plane containing the normal to the boundary and the direction ofpropagation of the
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The frequency dependent fields are given by the field input into each ann, Eo{ro),

modified by the Fresnel transmission and reflection coefficients at each interface for the

angles shown in figure 4-9. The measured fields from each arm are then given by the

incident field multiplied by the fresnel coefficients along the beam path. These are :

(4-1)

for the reference and sample arms where the fresnel coefficients are defined as rI2e for

reflection and t12e for transmission where the subscript "12" corresponds to an air-silicon

interface and "21" to a silicon-air interface at incident angle 8. The Fresnel coefficients

are given by the following equation [28]:

(4-2)

where ll}(ro) is the index of the medium on the incident side of the interface n2(ro) is the

index on the transmitted side, and the transmitted angle ~ is related to the input angle e by

Snell's Law. The Fresnel coefficient r2M
o4 in equation (4-1) is the reflection coefficient at

the silicon-metal interface. By rotating the prisms to minimize the time delay, the

interferometer is aligned so 83 == 45° and 82 == 4>2 == 0°. Under this optimal alignment

condition with angles 81 == 85 == 45°, ~1 == ~5 =: 11.9°, and nl = 1 and n2 == 3.42 the Fresnel

... 0° 0°. 45° 12°coeffiCIents ill equatIon (4-2) become tI2 == 0.453, t21 == 1.548, t12 == 0.416, t21 == 1.971,

45° 45° .
r12 == 0.424, and r21 == -0.983 + 0.1861.

Contrary to intuition, the silicon-metal reflection, r2Me4, has a value of +1 when

the field is polarized in the plane of incidence (P) [28]. The plane of incidence is defined

as the plane containing the normal to the boundary and the direction ofpropagation of the
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incident wave. When the electric field is parallel to the plane of incidence, the

polarization of the wave is referred to as parallel polarization (P) and when the electric

field is perpendicular to the plane of incidence, the polarization of the wave is referred to

as perpendicular polarization (S). Since the silicon-metal re:flectio~ r2Ma4~ assumes a

perfect reflection it is important for the retroreflector configuration which is discussed

later.

The complex coefficient r21
45

° = -0.983 + O.186i corresponds to total internal reflection

with fI2l45°1 == 1 with a phase angle of 169.3 0
• The electric fields from the reference and

sample arms are then:

Eret{ro) = (0.2266 - iO.0891)Eo(ro) and

Esamp(co) = (-0.2392 + O.0453i)Eo(m).

The sample transmission function, l's(oo) is given by: [28]

Ts(ro) = tiS t SI exp [ -i : (fir (ro) -1- in; (ro))d]

(4-3)

(4-4)

(4-5)

v/here tIS and ts! are the Fresnel coefficients for e= 0° and we assume the sample index is

small so secondary reflections can be ignored. Secondary reflections appear later in time

and hence are gated out while a~quiring the data scans.

Equation (4-3) can be written as:

Eret{0)) = 0.24exp(-21.4O)Eo(co) and

Esamp(ro) = O.24exp(169.3°))Eo(ro).

A phase shift of 1800 is required between reference and sample signals in order to get

total destructive interference between the two signals. But it is clearly seen that a phase

shift of !18 =: 10.7° is present between the two signals. This phase shift arises from the
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frequency independent fresnel reflection coefficient which is a complex value for total

internal reflection. By choosing large index difference between interface media the

phase shift te~ ~e can be minimized. With no sample in the interferometer, the

reference ann phase is defined to be 0°. In this case, T5(m) = 1, Eret<:co) = O..24Eo(ro) and

Esamp(m) = O.24exp(-i169.3°)Eo(ro), which is \Vritten Esamp(co) == -O.24exp(iIO.7°)Eo(ro) ..

The temporal phase shift bas been observed previously with THz pulses [29].

The measured peak to peak signal in the interferometer with both reference

and sample arms open is 3.5% of the difference between the. peaks of the reference and

sample arms measured individually.. A numerical analysis for this system done by

varying the beamsplitter and prism angles, and the relative length of each arm, shows that

the best extinction possible in the time domain is approximately 2.5°~ of the sigIla!

propagated by one arm. The slight additional signal over the 2 .. 5% calculated minimum

is attributed to slight misalignments of the THz beam..

Due to this constant and frequency independent phase shift between the anTIS,

even under optimal alignment conditions complete destructive interference of the THz

waveforms is impossible to achieve. It is not possible to adjust the length of one arm an

amount I1z relative to the other to achieve destructive interference as could be done in a

Michelson interferometer for CW radiation since this causes a frequency dependent phase

shift exp(-iroLizJc) which would achieve destructive interference at a discrete number of

w~velengthsrather than over the entire THz pulse spectrum..

This concept is illustrated in figure 4-10. A reference spectrum shown by'(dashed

lines) is generated numerically, which covers a bandwidth of approximately 0-10 THz.
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A sample spectrum is generated by adding a frequency dependent phase shift exp(-

iro~zJc) to the reference spectrum where ~z = 0.3 mm Both the reference and sample

spectrums are added together to achieve the interference, which is shown by the solid

line. It is clearly seen that, we get interference at a discrete number of wavelengths rather

than over the entire THz pulse spectrum.
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Refractive Index & Absorption Coefficient

The measured frequency dependent signal, Emeas(ill) can be written as:

Emeas (ill) =Eref (CO) +Esamp ( ro)

Esamp (CO) =E ref (0)){exp(-iko[n((0) -l]d + i<1>(ro)}

Substituting, Esamp( co) in equation (4-6) gives Emeas( ro) as:

(4-6)

(4-7)

(4-8)

where we have assumed the index and absorption of the sample are small so that tIS == tSl

== 1 [10].
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Figure 4-11. Calculated transmission Coefficients for free standing mylar sample

showing Fabry-Perot oscillations. Thick solid line - 2f..1lll, Dashed line - 5Jlm, Dashed-dot

line - 10Jlll1, Thin solid line - 20Jl,m
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The assumption of ignoring the Fabry-Perot terms is valid for films with a tbickness-

index product much less than one wavelength. This is shown in figure 4-11 which

illustrates numerically calculated transmission coefficients [28] for a free standing mylar

film at nonnal incidence for different sample thicknesses d. The index for the sample

llsed is 1.67 which is a published value at 1GHz [31]. From this it can be seen that in the

myiar film errors are less than 2% for thicknesses of < A/30 and less than 5% for

thickness ofl\/20. These errors will increase for higher index films.

The phase term, cI>(00), accounts for both the 10.7° phase difference from that

needed for destructive interference as well as a frequency dependent term accounting for

small misalignments of the sample arm relative to the reference arm. <1>((0) is determined

by ta1"-ing a scan \vith no sample in the interferometer, (see appendix for derivation of

<1>(ID)).

E <1> ( 0)) == E ref ( ill ) [1 - exp( i<P (ill ))] (4-9)

Measurements of the reference arm pulse, Eret{ro), and the interferometer signal

with, Emeas(ro), and without, E<I>(ro), a sample permit determination of the complex

refractive index (see appendix for derivation):

-; [E (ro\-E (0)) ]n r ( ffi ) - in i ( ro ) = -' In meas J ¢ +1 + 1
kod E¢ (ill) - B ref ((0)

(4-10)

This measurement of the complex index can be simplified for thin samples of low

index. Here ko(n(ro)-l)d « 1 which permits expanding the exponential in equation (4-8)

as a series [10], exp(x) == l+x. The Taylor series expansion for exp(x) is given as:

x2

exp(x) =1+ x + - + .
2!
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The third tenn in equation (4-11) will be very small for thin samples of low index,

ko(n(ro)-l)d << 1. So only the first two terms are being considered.

The complex index can then be calculated by dividing the measured signal by the

reference when the phase shift, <D(ill)~ is known. So equation (4-8) c.an be written as:

The exponential term in equation (4-12) can be written as:

exp(-iko[n(ro) - i]d + i<I>(ro)) =1+ (-iko[n(ro) -l]d +i<1>(ro))

Substituting equation (4-13) in equation (4-12), we get:

(4-12)

(4-13)

(4-14)

Due to the superposition of THz pulses from both the reference and sample arms,

the THz interferometer is less sensitive to long term fluctuations in the THz signal than

standard THz-TDS. In standard THz-TDS, the determination of the complex index is

difficult in the case when the term !<:orn(OJ)-l)d in equation (3-1) is small. In this case,

slow variations in the THz spectrum caused by laser or mechanical fluctuations can be of

the same magnitude as the measured change, leading to errors in the measured complex

index. To account for this experimental artifact, the drift between the sample and

reference spectra is represented by a drift error term, b.(co), with A(co) small such that

exp(iLi(ro)) == 1. For small values of ko(n-l)d so that the exponential is represented as a

series, the measured signal is (see appendix for derivation):

(4-15)
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From this it is seen that in typical THz-TDS the drift error te~ i\(co), is additive to

the measurement. Compared to standard THz-TDS, the interferometer measurement

error can be found by including the drift error term in equation (4-8): (see appendix for

derivation).

(4-16)

Given that ko(n-l)d « 1, the drift error tenn is seen to be multiplicative with the

measured values of the complex index rather than additive as above. For a magnitude of

~(ro) close to that of k:o(n-l)d, this leads to a much smaller overall error in the

measurement, provided the phase shift, $(0)), is known.

As illustrated above, the measured interference signal, permits direct

determination of the frequency dependent complex index of the sample. The frequency

dependent index, determined from equation (4-10) is shown in figure 4-12. The index of

refractio~ given by solid line, is close to that of the published DC dielectric constant

[31], shown by the dashed line. The oscillations in the data are in part due to water vapor

in the beam path [30]. The frequency dependent absorption, detennined from equation

(4-10) is shown in figure 4-13 which is close to zero [31]. The absorption of this thin

film is not measurable since the absorption length 2aL is << 1. The major limitation to

measuring the index and absorption are due to the variable film thickness of the

commercial Mylar samples of approximately ±10% corresponding to index uncertainties

of±O.17.
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Time-domain Analysis

In some measurement applications, such as quality contro~ one wishes to rapidly

deterrr~~e changes in :film thickness or index. THz interferometry is capable of

detennining small changes in film thickness or index directly from the time domain data

without measurement of the full THz pulse. The effect of a film of index, n = Ilo + M(ro)

with &1(ill) «Do and aL << 1, and thickness, d, is to shift the THz pulse in time by an

amount Lit = d(n-l)/c for a single pass of the THz pulse through the film and ilt = 2d(nr

l)/c for a double pass. In this case~ with no sample in the bea.I11, the measured electric

field in the reference arm given by Eret<:t) and that of the sample arm Esarnp(t) = -Eret{t) +

E<I>(t), where E<r>(t) is the small residual time signal due to the phase shift, <1:>(0)). Inserting

the sample shifts the pulse in the sample arm an amount Llt. With the time shift, the

measured signal is Emeas(t) =Ereit)-Eret{t-Lit)+E<1l(t). With the known E(J>(t) subtracted

from the data, the time shifted reference pulse can be expanded in a Taylor series with

only the first order tenns beulg retained for small ~t. In this case:

(4-17)

where the prime corresponds to the time derivative (see appendix for derivation). The

quantity ilt == d(n-l)/c can be determined by numerically integrating Emeas(t) and

detennining Lit by a comparison to the known reference pulse. Since the reference pulse

shape is constant, for values of 8t small compared with the maximum frequency

component of the THz pulse the film thickness-index product given through i11 is directly

proportional to the size of the measured signal, Emeas(t), from the THz interferometer.
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To demonstrate the measurement sensitivity of the interferometer we measure free

standing films of nominally 2 l-lID thick films of DuPont type C Mylar® polyester film

[31]. Mylar is a flexible composite composed of non-woven polyester fiber mat and

polyester film, laminated with a high temperature polyester adhesive system and 100%

filled with resin, providing a smooth varnish like surface. Typical application for mylar

films is its use as a dielectric for metalized/filmIfoil capacitors. The thickness was

independently measured at several points on the sample using the white light

transmission spectra and comparing to that calculated for a thin film. The thickness was

found to be 2.15 ± 0.2 Jlffi The~ stretched taut to eliminate wrinkles, was mounted

on a frame placed in the sample arm of the interferometer. Measurement of the refractive

index-thickness product of the Mylar® film extracted directly from the time domain data

utilizing equation (4-17) are given in figure 4-14 from the data shown in figure 4-4 and 4

6. To find the film thickness, E~(t) is subtracted from the measured data of figure 4...6,

then integrated and a value of L\t is found which when multiplied by the llltegrated data

will return the reference pulse shape. Tne reference pulse is shown as a solid line in

figure 4-14 with the fit (points) of the Mylar® films using a value of L\t of 10.5 fs,

corresponding to 2d(nr-l) of 3.15 Jlrn. Using the published 1 GHz dielectric constant of

(l1r)2 == Sr == 2.8 [31] this returns a value of d == 2.3 J-tm which agrees with the measured

film thickness.
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B. Retroreflector Configuration

Experimental setup

The experimental setup shown in figure 4-13 is the modification of the silicon

prism configuration (figure 4-4) where the two silicon prisms in the reference and sample

anTIS are replaced by retroreflectors (50x50 mm), single Imm thick and 4 inches diameter

silicon beam splitter is used instead of two silicon beamsplitters and linear polarizer is

placed in front of the receiver.

Sample Arm

=)
Top View Side View

Linear rl I ---Il I
. Polarizer 1\ I r II "R PI'P~'HPr

.... "'-"" .I. v j.

Reference Arm
Retroreflector

Transmitter

Silicon
Beam splitter

Parabolic Mirror ~1t

Figure 4-15. THz Interferometer, Retroreflector Configuration with Michelson Setup
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The sample arm retroreflector is oriented 90° perpendicular to the plane of

propagation with respect to the reference arm retroreflector. All the controls used to get

full position and angle control of the beams in the reference and sample arms are similar

to silicon prism configuration except the sample arm is translated vertically (out of page)

to get independent position controL

Experimental Results

The measured pulses m the reference a.rm., Ereit), and sample arm, Esamp(t),

obtained by bloc:¥Jng one arm and measuring the signal in the other arm are shown in

figure 4-14(a). The reference arm signal is shown by the solid line and the sample ann

signal is shown by the dashed ]il1e. The nearly 1800 phase shift of the iefeience fuli1

relative to the sample arm is clearly seen. Also the peak signal is about 135 pA where as

it is only 70 pA with silicon prism configuration.

Figure 4-14(b) shows the measured interferometer signal with both sample and

referellce arms open. The measured peak to peak signal here is 2 % of the difference

between the peaks of the reference and sample arms measured individually. In order to

get complete destructive interference between the sample and reference arm signals, the

THz signal should be radially symmetric which will provide good spatial overlap [32]

between the two signals. The slight misalignments of the THz signal should also be

considered. This is roughly 57 % improvement as compared with the silicon prism

configuration.
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Figure 4-17 shows the interferometer signals with both arms open. The solid line is

without the sample which is taken by placing two identical silicon wafers as substrates in

both the reference and sample arms in the figure 4-14. The dashed line is with 300 nm

thick layer of silicon dioxide grown as a sample in the sample arm substrate using

thermal furnace.
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Figure 4-17 Interferometer signals with both arms ope~ solid line - without sample,

dashed line - with 300 nm thick layer of silicon dioxide as a sample.

The thermal furnace conditions to grow 300 nm thick layer of silicon dioxide are:

temperature - 11OO°C~ atmosphere - steam, duration - 15 minutes. A violet blue color

should be observed for 300nm thickness growth. As shown in figure 4-18, the silicon

dioxide growth will be 54% above the substrate and 46% below the substrate.
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Figure 4-18 Silicon dioxide growth in the Silicon wafer, d - Si substrate thickness,

x - Silicon dioxide thickness.

According to the figure 4-18, the shift in time for the double pass of the THz pulse in the

reference and sample substrates are given as follows:

For reference substrate, L\.t = 2d(nsj-l )/c where nsi is the silicon index and for sample

substrate, Lit = 2[(d-O.46x)nsi +(O.54x) llox ] Ie where l10x is the silicon dioxide index. By

substituting the values, nsi = 3.42 and Ilox = 2, we get the time shift for the interferometer

signal with both arms open to be, ~t = -O.99x. In other words growth of an oxide layer of

thickness x will shift the THz pulse earlier in time by an amount equal to the free space

propagation time of the film thickness, or in the case of the oxide layers illustrated here, a

corresponding delay in time ofapproximately 2 fs.
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Theory

Destructive Interference

The frequency dependent fields for the reference, Eret{co) and sample, Esamp(0))

arms are given by the field input into each ~ Eo( ro), modified by the fresnel

transmission and reflection coefficients for the surface nonnals shown in figure 4-15. By

assuming the paraboloidal reflectors to be flat metal mirrors and the index for both the

paraboloidal and retroref1ectors to be a large number, Eret{ro) = -O.375Eo(0) and Esamp(ro)

=: +0.375Eo(ro). This phase shift is due to the polarization difference between the two

a.'TI'~. "'hen the input electric field is polarized in the plane of incidence tp) [28],

according to the reference arm configuration, the field undergoes (8) polarization where

as the sample arm does not undergo any change in polarization.

Refractive Index & Absorption Coefficient

For the interferometer shown in figure 4-15, the measured frequency dependent

signal, Eret{0))+Esamp(ffi) can be written as :

Emeas (00) = Eref (00)[l-exp(-iko (n(00) -l)d + i<I>(00))]

where it is' assumed that the index and absorption of the free standing sample, d are small

so that tIS == tSl == 1 [10]. Here the p1:'...ase tefIl1..., <1>(0)), accounts for small misalignments of

the sample arm relative to the reference ann.
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The derivation of complex refractive index from the measured signal for the retroreflector

configuration is same as that of the silicon prism configuration which is given by the

equation (4-10)
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a THz interferometer is developed based on the Michelson

configuration which can perform characterization of thin, low absorbance samples. This

device utilizes a geometry which incorporates a nearly 1800 phase shift in one arm to

produce destructive interference canceling laser noise and drift. So the system

automatically compensates for changes in the THz signal over the course of a

measurement and hence accuracy is improved compared to standard THz-TDS.

Two different configurations of interferometer setups have been developed to

achieve the 1800 phase shift of one arm relative to the other for destructive interference.

The first approach was using high resistivity silicon prisms where total internal reflection

of THz pulses provides a nearly 1800 phase shift. Due to the constant and frequency

independeni phase difference of 10.70 present between the reference and sample arm

signals even under optimal alignment conditions complete destructive interference was

not possible to achieve.

The second approach was using retroreflectors where polarization difference of

THz pulses provides nearly 1800 phase shift. With the retroreflector configuration the

measured peak to peak signal for the destructive interference is 2 % of the difference

between the peaks of the reference and sample arms measured individually where as it is

3.5 % with the silicon prism configuration. In order to get complete destructive
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interference between the sample and reference ann signals, the THz signal should be

radially symmetric which will provide good spatial overlap between the two signals. The

slight misalignments of the THz signal should also be considered. This is roughly 57 %

improvement as compared with the silicon prism configuration.

Characterization of 2J.lID thick mylar film has been demonstrated with silicon prism

configuration. The index of the mylar film measured is 1.67 which is close to the

published value at IGHz. The measured absorption of the thin film is close to zero. The

thickness of the sample measured is 2.3 Jlrn which is obtained directly from the time

domain data and it is close to the variable film thickness of ±lO% of 2.3 J.lrn .
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APPENDIX

Derivation for the phase term <1>(00)

cI>(ro) is determined by taking a scan with no sample in the interferometer, so E<t>(ro) is

vnitten as:

E<I> (m) 1 (e m ( )--= -exp 1'V ro
E ref (0))

By taking logarithm on both sides ofequation (A-I), <D(co) is given by:

Derivation for complex refractive index

Equation (4-8) can be written as:

exp(-ikJn(ro) -l]d) * exp(i<1>(ro)) = 1- Emeas (ro)
Eref (ill)

(A-I)

(A-2)

Substituting the value of $(0)) and taking logarithm on both sides of the equation (A-2),

is written as:

Solving for complex refractive index, nero) from equation (A-3), we get
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( )
.. () -i [Emeas (0)) - E¢ (ill) ],

fir (i) - ffi j 0) =-In . ( ) () +1 -r 1kod E<t> (0 - Eref (0

Comparison of regular THz-TDS with THz interferometer

In THz - TDS setup equation (3- I) can be written as:

E sam (00)
p =exp(-iko[n(ro)-I]d) (A-4)

E ref (00)

By including a drift error term, ~((O) so that exp(i~{ro)) == 1 in equation (A-4), is

written as:

E samp (ill) exp(iLi(ro)) _ {ik [ ( '\ l]d I • A( )}
-~------exp - 0 n co)- .ILl 0)

. Eref (())

The exponential term in equation (A-5) is written as:

exp{-ik o [n(ro) -l]d + iLi{ro)} == = 1+ (-ik o [n(ill) -l]d + iLi(co))

(A-5)

(A-6)

Since, k>(n(co)-l)d « 1 only first two terms are being considered for the exponential

term.

Substituting equation (A-6) in equation (A-5), we get,

In THz interferometer setup equation (4-16) can be written as:

Emeas (m) =1- exp{-ikJn(m) -l]d + i<I>(m»
E ref (ill)

(A-7)

By including a drift error term, A(0)) so that exp(iil(ro») == 1 in equation (A-7), is written

as:
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F. (CO)eiA(ffi)

.L..f

meas = {l-exp(-iko[n(ro)-l]d +icI>(ro))}exp(i~(O))) (A-8)
E ref (ro)

The exponential term exp(-ik o [n(co) - i]d + i<1>(ill)) in equation (A-8) is written as:

exp(-iko[n(ro) - i]d + i<1>(ill)) == 1+ (-iko [n(ro) -l]d + i<1>(ro)) (A-9)

Since, ko(n(co)-l)d « 1 only first two terms are being considered for the exponential term

Substituting equation (A-9) in equation (A-8), we get,

Time domain analysis

The Taylor series for f (x) about x = a are defined as the following equations:

f" (a)(x - a)2
f(x) == f(a) + f'(a)(x -a)+ + .

2!

f(x - h) = f(x) - hf'(x) + ~: f"(x) + .

Subtracting f (x-h) fronl f (x) gives:

f(x) -f(x - h) == _hfl(X) + ~fll(X) + ......
2!

According to equation (A-II), E ref (t - ~t) can be written as:

E ref (t - ~t) == E ref (t) - L\tE ref jet) + .

According to equation (A-12), Ereit) - E ref (t - ~t) can be written as:

Eref ( t) - E ref ( t - 11t) =~tE ref '(t)

And finally, E meas (t) = E ref (t) - E ref (t - ~t) == ~tEref '(t)
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